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The New Garratt Publishing Catalogue
Welcome to Garratt Publishing’s new Catalogue; arriving just in time to help you plan your Christmas gifts! You’ll discover the finest
resources developed by leading Australian and international authors to help you strengthen your spirituality and deepen your faith.
Find an abundance of brilliant new titles, including Richard Rohr’s Divine Dance, the next volumes in the popular Rebuilt and Divine
Renovation series of books and new exciting Colouring Books. With other fantastic special offers throughout we are sure that you will
find the perfect gift for friends and family as well as some amazing summer reading for yourself!

Dear Pope Francis: The Pope Answers Letters from Children from
Around the World
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073188
This fully illustrated book is a collection of questions from children
around the world to Pope Francis. Pope Francis answers each
question, showing them God’s love. An inspiring read for both
students and teachers. Perfect gift for First Eucharist and
Confirmation.

GREAT

GIFT
IDEA

Divine Dance: The Trinity and Your Transformation
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281078158
In what Richard Rohr says is the most important book he’s ever written,
we are taken on a journey to explore the nature of the Trinity. Delve
into this mystery and learn how to live in creative collaboration, to
appreciate each other’s differences and to show one another humility
and compassion. The early Christians described it as: “Whatever is
going on in God is a flow—it’s like a dance”. Are you ready to join in?

NEW FROM RICHARD ROHR

“a beautiful choreography
for a life well-lived...”

BONO, U2

SAVE ON EVERY PURCHASE
h ttp://ga rrattpu b lis h in g. c o m . au /sophia
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A Friendly Guide to the Resurection of Jesus
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073171
Christians take it for granted that Jesus rose from the dead.
Without this belief, there would be no such thing as Christianity as
we know it. How was this belief born? Once it was alive and central
to the lives of the earliest Christians, how did they pass on their
belief to following generations? This Friendly Guide, by Francis J.
Moloney, traces the earliest confessions of faith in the Risen Jesus,
from the first moments of the life of the Church, to the stories from
Paul, Mark, Matthew, Luke and John. These inspired writings convey
not only what happened, but also what it meant to the earliest
Christians, and what it continues to mean today.
Features original art by Australian artist Shane Conroy.

Friendly Guides
Ideal introductions to theology and the Christian faith, these Friendly Guides are perfect for parishioners, parish study groups, teachers,
students and parish and school communities.

Bulk pricing available. Contact us for more information.
Buy the full set of 13 titles for only $240 (Sophia $204)

Jesus
9781920721978

Matthew’s Gospel
9781921946332

John’s Gospel
9781921946325

Luke’s Gospel
9781921946318

Mark’s Gospel
9781921946202

Paul
9781921946998

Prayer
9781921946141

The Mass
9781920721954

The New Testament
9781920721947

The Old Testament
9781921946974

EACH
5 The Prophets
R $24.9
1 9781925009613
S $21.2

Vatican II
9781921946301

The Wisdom Commentary Series
The Wisdom Commentary Series is the first scholarly collaboration to offer a detailed feminist
interpretation of every book of the Bible and marks a significant milestone for the history of
feminism and the study of scripture. The collection, to comprise of 58 volumes, makes current
feminist biblical scholarship available in an accessible format to aid preachers and teachers in
their advancement toward God’s vision of dignity, equality, and justice for all.
Nine volumes are currently available.
See garrattpublishing.com.au/category/wisdom-commentary-series

1300 650 878

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

garrattpublishing.com.au
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PA R I S H
RENEWAL
The Rebuilt Field Guide
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9781594717017
You know your Catholic parish needs to change its focus, but you’re not sure where or how to begin.
In The Rebuilt Field Guide, award-winning authors Rev. Michael White and Tom Corcoran walk you
through ten essential steps for getting started with your church’s reawakening. This workbook offers
practical steps that will help your team set change in motion.

		

Rebuilding Your Message
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781594715785

Here, the award winning authors share their carefully honed
communication practices to help Parish leaders, and parishioners
better proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ at every level.
Tools for Rebuilding
R $36.95 - S $31.41 - 9781594714443
Bring people back into the church and enliven the community
with these seventy-five practical tactics that have been proven to
work and help parishioners get the most out of their church.

Rebuilding Youth Ministry
R $22.95 - S $19.51 - 9781594715761
Keep teens connected, involved and help them grow in their
faith with these 10 indispensable strategies from the team at the
Church of Nativity, from the Rebuilt series.
Rebuilt
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781594713866
Fr Michael White and Tom Corcoran set out to help churches,
including theirs at its breaking point, thrive. Here is a wealth of
guidance from thriving churches, businesses and the Gospels.

A Church on the Move
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9780829444056

Great Catholic Parishes
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781594714177

Best-selling author Joe Paprocki offers
Catholic parishes 52 practiced strategies
for moving parishes forward, principally
by focusing on the one thing the Church
can offer that the world-at-large cannot:
Jesus Christ.

What makes some parishes so great?
Step into the world of Bill Simon and his
team and uncover solutions to familiar
problems, advice for difficult situations
and hope for your parish.
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Parishes today are facing increasing challenges including; a decline in
numbers, and changes in demographic and cultures. These changes
and shifts can challenge even the most experienced Priests and Parish
teams. These resources are designed to assist with finding a new way
forward and to make your Parish more vibrant and vital than ever.

A Handbook for Building Stronger Parishes
Case Studies, Reflections, Worksheets, Action Plans
R $29.95 - S 25.46 - 9781925073249
Draw on the ACBC’s Pastoral Research Office ground-breaking
research and discover those factors that create stronger
parishes.
Whether you want to conduct a total parish renewal
or focus on only one or two areas, A Handbook for
Building Stronger Parishes provides excellent reflection
questions, worksheets and action plans to support
you and your parish team.

BUY 5 BOOKS
GET THE 6TH FREE

Divine Renovation Guidebook
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9781925073331
Get a blueprint from Fr James Mallon to help you meet the needs of
your parishioners. To keep your church alive and relevant, parishes must
embrace their mission – to make disciples. This companion volume to
Divine Renovation gives you the tools you’ll need in this step-by-step
guidebook designed to help you transform and reinvigorate your parish.
Divine Renovation
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781925073201
Bring your parish to life with this engaging and accessible guide to
develop and further cultivate a vibrant, dynamic faith filled community.
Pastors and parish ministers will be inspired by this book and turn to it
for many years to come.

1300 650 878

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

garrattpublishing.com.au
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The Sacramental program for all
Parish and School leaders look no further. Garratt Publishing’s
Becoming Catholic is the most comprehensive set of resources
available to guide young Australians on their journey to becoming
lifelong Catholics.

Each Becoming Catholic workbook encourages students and
families to come together and celebrate the joy of the Catholic
faith, and includes fun activities, prayers and reflections to best
prepare candidates to receive their Sacrament.

Becoming Catholic: A Leader’s Guide to Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist and Reconciliation
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781925009880
Offering brilliant support for Parish Catechists, Parents, Pastoral Associates and Catholic
teachers, our new leader guide for Becoming Catholic is here to help you celebrate
the sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist and Reconciliation with children.
Help children to understand, live and grow through the sacraments and see them as
celebrations of the Catholic Church, which has a vision and way of life based on the life,
death and resurrection of Jesus, as presented in the gospels.

Parent’s Guide

Workbooks

Workbooks
R $11.95
S $10.16

Eucharist
9781922152022

Becoming Catholic:
A Parent’s Guide to
Baptism, Confirmation,
Eucharist &
Reconciliation
9781922152008

Certificate
9781922152893

Confirmation
9781922152046
Certificate
9781922152923

BULK

R $1.50
S $1.28

PRICING
AVAILABLE

Remind parents of their
own initiation into the faith,
and encourage them to fully
participate in their child’s
sacramental journey.

Reconciliation
9781922152039
Certificate
9781922152909

New to Becoming Catholic – Australia’s newest sacramental program? Try a Review Pack before you buy.
R $29.95 | BCRP2014

* (Review Pack includes Parents Guide to Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist and Reconciliation and each of the family workbooks
on Eucharist, Reconciliation and Confirmation). Max 5 packs per customer.

The Australian Children’s Prayer Book
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781925073195
The Australian Children’s Prayer Book is ideal for children to learn
traditional prayers, and prayers that touch all areas of their lives.
The friendly and colourful illustrations reflect unique Australian
themes and special days we celebrate and honour. A fun and easy
to read prayer book that primary aged students will enjoy. Makes
an ideal gift book for Confirmation or Reconciliation.
The Australian Children’s Mass Book
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781921946004

BULK
PRICING
AVAILABLE
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Enable children to become full participants in the
Mass from an early age. Written in a simple, easy
to- follow way, children are gently guided through
the order of the Mass using colourful diagrams and
prompts. A fun and informative guide to the Mass.
Makes an ideal gift for First Eucharist.

facebook.com/garrattpublishing

@GarrattPub

Care for Our Common Home
R $9.95 - 9781925009781

BULK

Ideal for teachers, students
and school communities,
this visually stunning
guide to Laudato Si’ offers
discussions relevant to all
Australians.

PRICING

On Care for Our Common Home, Laudato
Si’
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9781626981737
Sean McDonagh, one of
the foremost Catholic
proponents of ecological
awareness, expertly
elaborates on many of
the specific themes Pope
Francis’ Laudato Si’.

Care for Creation
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781626981898

Infinite Tenderness Of God
R $26.95 - S $22.91 - 9781593252878

Pope Francis: A Photographic Portrait of
the People’s Pope
R $45.00 - 9780241206157
Pope Francis has is an
extraordinary leader to the
Church, but what about
the life he leads? View a
year in the life of Pope
NOW
Francis through over 250
previously unseen photos!

Here is Pope Francis’
comprehensive vision of
integral ecology. Hear
his call for a conversion
of values and a new
understanding of ourselves
and and God’s creations.

AVAILABLE

I Believe
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9781626981881
Get an intimate view of the
Pope’s faith, drawn from
his writings, interviews and
homilies. Like Pope Francis,
this book is clear, concise,
provocative, inspiring and
easily accessible.

Morning Homilies
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781626981119
Each morning the Pope
offers a homily at Mass.
This book makes it possible
for everyone to experience
his lively interpretations
of scripture, capturing the
tenor of daily life.

The perfect book to gift!
Pope Francis provides
plenty of food for thought,
and prayer, through
beautiful meditations on
the Gospels that seek you
to live your faith daily.

Morning Homilies II
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781626981478

$35

Morning Homilies III
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781626981799
Bring more of what you
love about Pope Francis
to your life. Here are his
homilies from March 2014
to June 2014, delivered in
his residency of St Martha’s
Guesthouse.

Experience the joy of the
Pope’s gospel messages
even further. Astonishingly,
Pope Francis always finds
something new in familiar
Bible passages to help you
encounter God.

Buy all 3 Morning Homilies books for $89.95 - No further discounts

Intercessions for Mass for Years A, B & C
R $89.95 - S $76.46 - 9780814634813
Let Mary Grace enrich
your community’s liturgy
with these inspiring
intercessions. Cycles A, B,
and C for Sundays and the
two-year cycle for weekdays
are all included.

Preparing Masses with Children
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781616710491
Even the most
inexperienced teachers and
catechists will find it easy
to prepare effective and
liturgically sound Masses
using the unique 15-step
system outlined in this book.

1300 650 878

Radiance of His Glory: Prayers for the
Church: Years A, B and C
R $49.95 - S $42.46 - 9780281061969
David Adam offers prayers
that link with the readings
for each Sunday and great
festivals of the Christian
Year, with a Celtic emphasis
and style. Get the most out
of worship on Sundays.

How to Write the Prayer of the Faithful
R $14.95 - S $12.71 - 9781616712341

Catholic Meeting Prayers
R $22.95 - S $19.51 - 9781616711252

365 Prayers for Catholic Schools
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781627852098

This booklet is an invaluable
tool for those charged
with the task of writing
the Prayer of the Faithful.
Get practical examples
and background needed to
compose your own prayers.

Always be prepared for a
prayer service! Requiring
little or no preparation,
this book ensures leaders
will always be prepared, no
matter what the occasion.

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

garrattpublishing.com.au

Here is the perfect resource
for prayers on topics
relevant to teenagers.
Each topic is connected to
Scripture, and each prayer
includes questions to spur
discussion and conversation.
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HISTORY BEHIND
THE FEATURE FILM

SILENCE

In Search of Japan’s Hidden Christians
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281075522

In 1549, the first Christian missionary arrived in Japan. Between then and 1614
over 300,000 Japanese were converted to Christianity before it was viciously
outlawed. With the threat of death, the faithful were forced to go underground
to preserve and practice their faith. The descendants of the Kirishitan, or
Hidden Christians, practice their own form of Christianity, refusing to join the
Catholic church. Why? And what is it about Christianity that is so antagonistic
to Japanese culture? Find the answers in this incredible book.

Joan Chittister: Her Journey from
Certainty to Faith
R $59.95 - S $50.96 - 9781626981485
An intimate biography of
Joan Chittister, Benedictine
nun and writer, a prophetic
advocate of peace and
justice, and a champion of
the role of women in the
church.

The Church Cannot Remain Silent
RRP $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9781626981751
Be inspired by Oscar
Romero, who laid down
his life for his flock
These letters show his
determination to guide
those in need and uphold
Catholic values and faith.

Walk4One
R $24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073256

NOW IN

PAPERBACK

Crossroads
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9781925009859

Young Tasmanian, Samuel
Clear pledged to walk
around the world in an
effort to urge and inspire
all Christians to unite. He
had no idea how hard it was
going to be...

The Wonder of Her Love: The Biography
of Trish Franklin
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925009774
A celebration of Australian
Loreto nun Trish Franklin,
commonly regarded as a
saint because of her total
dedication to the poor
and disabled. This is her
amazing story.

A collection of Archbishop
Philip Freier’s public
conversations with notable
Australians including
Malcolm Fraser, Michael
Leunig, Julian Burnside,
Noni Hazlehurst, and more.

Heroes of the Faith
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925009866
An all-star cast of authors
has come together to
deliver in-depth and concise
profiles of the women and
men of Christianity who
have had pivotal and lasting
impacts around the world.

People of God Series

9780281074396

9780281074389

9780281075409

9780281074419

9780281073245

9780281073221

9780281073283

9780281073269
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Be inspired to live your faith and
respond in challenging situations
with Christian values. Each title from
this series brings to life the biography
of some of the most important
Catholics and shows how they knew
challenges and weaknesses familiar
to most of us but responded to
them in ways that call us to our own
forms of heroism. Dorothy Day, Luis
Antonio Tagle, Jean Vanier, Elizabeth
Johnson, Martin Sheen and Thomas
Merton are just some of the names
you will find here!

facebook.com/garrattpublishing

@GarrattPub

Enriching Our Vision of Reality
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9780281075447

Particles of Faith
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781594716577

Not So Nice Bible Stories: Gory Deaths
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9780758654588

Get kids to want to read
well-known and obscure
Bible stories in this fully
revised and updated edition,
hilariously presenting Bible
stories as the media would
write them today!

Older kids love gruesome
stories and they’ll love
learning the history and
facts surrounding some of
the Bible’s nastiest deaths!

Redeeming Administration
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9781594714283

Be a Better Leader
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9780281075836

In this book, learn about
the relationship between
science and religion, new
atheism, biosciences and
even astronomy. Find out
why science and faith need
each other.

Join the conversation of
Science and theology in
Alister McGrath’s brilliant
exploration of the relation of
Christian theology and the
natural sciences.

Learn to understand, explain
and discuss the relationship
between science and faith.
Stacy Trasancos looks at
the basic questions we all
face and shows how science
and faith intertwine.
Tabloid Bible
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9780281075065

Reason and Wonder
R $36.95 - S $33.96 - 9780281075249

25 Life-changing Questions from the
Gospels
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781594716751
Let Allan Wright lead you
through five stages of
spiritual development by
drawing on twenty five
questions asked by Jesus
AVAILABLE to both his followers and
DECEMBER enemies.
Redeeming Conflict
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9781594716133

Let Ann Garrido show
you twelve spiritual habits,
through a saint who
embodies them, that will let
you find administration in
Catholic settings as a crucial
ministry of the Church.
Buy both ‘Redeeming’ titles for $49.95

Focusing on Christian
leaders, and using the MyersBriggs method, this book
helps develop new strategies
to maximise strengths and
work with weaknesses, to
become a better leader.

Ann Garrido will help you
discover, through saintly
examples, how to speak with
colleagues about tension and
learning to keep them from
being defensive in the face of
negative feedback.

9780281074396

9780281074389

9780281075409

9780281074419

9780281073245

9780281073221

9780281073283

9780281073269

Little Books of Guidance
These 12 books have been written by world experts on each individual topic. Each book
unpacks a wealth of knowledge and gives it to you in an easy and approachable way. These
books will inspire you, answer your questions and, best of all, do it in under an hour each!

AVAILABLE
DECEMBER
1300 650 878

RRP: $12.95 Sophia: $11.01 each.

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

0

Buy any 4 titles for $4

garrattpublishing.com.au

no further discounts
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October

Taboo or To Do?
Is Christianity complementary with yoga, martial arts, Hallowe’en, mindfulness and other
alternative practices?
R $44.95 - 9780232532531

$39.95
Sophia $31.47
*Price valid until
31 Dec 2016

In Stillness Conquer Fear
R $34.95 - S $29.71
9781925073140

Coming Home
R $34.95 - S $29.71
9781925073287

Stillness Meditation literally saved
Pauline McKinnon’s life. She
was crippled by her agoraphobia
for over 8 years until she learnt
Stillness Meditation. Here, her story
will resonate with anyone who deals
with anxiety or fear daily. Totally
revised for its 30th year edition,
let Pauline, now with 30 years as
a psychotherapist, give her insight
and experience to you.

Based on research from the
Catholic Education Office of the
Diocese of Townsville , this book is
a complete introduction to helping
children meditate in the classroom
and in daily life. It will inspire and
encourage anyone helping children
to grow to their full potential. See
how children can find balance in life
and a sense of their own personal
wholeness though meditation.

Living with the Mind of Christ
R $44.95 - S $31.47 - 9780232532500
Stefan Reynolds brings us
a theologically grounded
guide to mindfulness that is
both a tool for strengthening
your spirituality and destressing your mind.

The Little Book of Prayer Experiments
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780281075683
An interactive and accessible
book of ‘prayer experiments’
that encourages readers to
try out different approaches
to prayer and to record their
experiences.
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There are many spiritual practices from East Asian religions, or disciplines that have come
from New Age and New spirituality that are being embraced by Christians, and even
churches. This book, by Australian authors Ross Clifford and Philip Johnson, looks to some
of the biggest practices to ask if they’re compatible with the way of Jesus or should they be
considered off-limits to Christians who are searching for a happier life.

S= Sophia

AVAILABLE
JANUARY

Mindful Meditations & Thoughts
for Every Day
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781782183099
Sr Stanislaus Kennedy
wants to help you sow new
seeds of love, hope and
gratitude with her new book
of meditations and thoughts
for everyday. All you need is
AVAILABLE 10 minutes a day!
2017

Christian Meditation: Your Daily Practice
R $9.95 - S $8.46 - 9781920721794

The 15 minute Prayer Solution
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9780829444070

A Year of Daily Offerings
R $39.95 - S $33.96 - 9781594715709

People today are always
pressed for time. This is the
perfect guide for those who
want to get the most out of
their time talking to God,
but are intimidated by the
thought of going it alone.

Follow us at

Learn to practice Christian
meditation, finding peace
and building on your
relationship with God. Let
Laurence Freeman skilfully
guide you , whether you’re
experienced or new!

Start every day with a
prayer! Learn to begin each
day with a sincere offering
of your life to God with this
rich array of reflections
based on Ignatian
spirituality.

facebook.com/garrattpublishing

@GarrattPub

November

$21.95
Sophia $18.87
*Price valid until
31 Dec 2016

The Best is Yet to Come
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781933495965
Here is the final book from
renowned author, Sr Anne
Smollin (1943-2014).
Let her remind you to live
each moment fully and to
discover the sacred in the
ordinary.

A Season of Little Sacraments
R $32.95 - S $28.01 - 9780814646724
Susan Swetnam shows how
some of the “distractions”
accused of taking Christ out
of Christmas can become
“little sacraments” and ways
to deepen and strengthen
faith.

Advent for Everyone: A Journey through Matthew
R $26.95 - S $22.91 - 9780281076215
Be guided towards the wonder and joy of Christmas by Tom Wright, a leading New
Testament scholar, in his new book which journeys through the Gospel of Matthew.
Wright explores the themes of watching, repenting, healing and loving through a week
of daily readings and meditations, linking each theme back to the Sunday readings for
Year A. Each ends with stimulating questions, suitable for personal reflection or group
discussion. This is a must for anyone wanting to experience Christmas from a new
perspective while strengthening their faith.

Fearless
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781594716935

Light When It Comes
R $36.95 - S $31.41 - 9780802873996
Life is full of little moments.
Many of those are moments
of joy we soon move on
from and forget. Here,
we are encouraged to
remember and even share
these moments.

What are your sources of
anxiety, stress, and fear?
Sonja Corbitt believes it’s
our daily fights against sin
and temptation. Discover
what you need to become
spiritually well again!

All Shall Be Well Journal
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781612618333

Being Disciples
R $26.95 - S $22.91 - 9780281076628

Joyful paintings, paired with
carefully chosen quotes,
helps make this one of the
best creative journals around
today. Perfect for those in
dark times; learn to look up
and find hope!

Feeding Your Family’s Soul
Dinner Table Spirituality
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781612618357

We all want to lead a good
Christian life and spread
the word of God. Rowan
Williams is here to help us
see more clearly, follow the
path of a Christian Disciple
and offer advice.

UNITE
YOUR
FAMILY

In her latest book, Donna-Marie Cooper O’Boyle reminds us that we need
to feed not only our body, but also our soul with the message of God. There
are countless studies showing the importance of a family meal time. You are
encouraged to use the dinner table as a platform to grow your children’s faith
and shape their heart and mind, and discover that a family that prays together,
stays together.

1300 650 878

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au

garrattpublishing.com.au
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9781594715846
R $19.95 - S $16.96

9781627851657
R $16.95 - S $14.41

9781612617671
R $26.95 - S $22.91

9780281077366
R $24.95 - S $21.21

9781612617664
R $26.95 - S $22.91

9781594717246
R $19.95 - S $16.96

9781627851664
R $16.95 - S $14.41

9781612618432
R $26.95 - S $22.91

9780281076048
R $29.95 - S $25.46

1300 650 878
Follow us at

sales@garrattpublishing.com.au
facebook.com/garrattpublishing

9780758654724
R $19.95 - S $16.96

garrattpublishing.com.au
@GarrattPub

